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Abstract 
This paper focuses on the development of BGP, Border Gateway Protocol. The work 
researches the evolution of BGP policies and analyzes elements that influence the 
configuration of these policies. Some problems BGP faced in the past several years are 
listed and corresponding solutions of these problems are discussed. It also shows how 
applications are affected by BGP routing technology and the research directions of each 
stage in BGP developing history. 
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1. Introduction 

An Autonomous System (AS) is defined as a group of routers that are under the same administrative 
control and links that connect them. Routers in the same AS run the same routing algorithm and have 
information about each other. Intra AS routing protocols refers to the routing algorithms running 
within the same autonomous system, while others are called inter-AS routing protocols. Border 
Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the most prevalent inter-AS routing protocol in the Internet. It enables 
exchanges of routing information between routers as well as optimize routes towards prefixes. In this 
paper, the work summarizes BGP’s problems and trace back to the very beginning of its application. 

2. BGP Routing Policy 

This part introduces BGP routing in a single ISP autonomous system. Generally, this process is 
divided into three steps. BGP firstly transmits routes from one autonomous system to another, then 
the system chooses routes on each router, finally routers in the autonomous system implements local 
policies. The detail is as follows. 

2.1 Exchange Routing State 

When an autonomous system would like to exchange routes with another one, BGP sessions would 
be established between border routers in each AS. Such sessions are able to get routes from 
neighboring autonomous systems using eBGP, external BGP. Then border routers use iBGP, internal 
BGP, to distribute routes which learned on these sessions to internal routers. In fact, routers in an 
autonomous system always run an IGP, interior gateway protocol, which can learn the structure of 
internal network and calculate paths between internal routers at the same time. Each router builds a 
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forwarding table after combining BGP and IGP information. And generally, the destination router is 
bound to one or more shortest paths in the forwarding table. 

2.2 Select a Route at a Router 

After exchanging routes with neighboring autonomous systems, a router may have several alternate 
routes to each particular destination. The router will choose the route with shortest path length if there 
are no policy limits. Otherwise, the total routes selection process consists of three steps generally. 
First, apply import policy to filter some routes and may append or modify attributes in this part. Next, 
the router carries out the attributes comparison in order shown in Table 1. Finally, apply export policy 
to determine which neighbors are chosen to export routes. 

 

Table 1. Attributes of a route [1] 

Step Attribute Local or neighbor AS control 
1. Highest LocalPref Local 
2. Lowest AS path length Neighbor 
3. Lowest origin type Neither 
4. Lowest MED Neighbor 
5. eBGP-learned over iBGP-learned Neither 
6. Lowest IGP cost to border router Local 
7. Lowest router ID (to break ties) Neither 

 

The router compares attributes of two routes according to the order of the table. If the values are 
different, the router abandons the route with undesirable attribute value, otherwise, the router 
compares the next attribute. The order of the attribute list influences the decision result and this list 
suggests the preference of an autonomous system. Actually, the order is strictly regulated by ISP. 
Some ISPs allow operators to disable some steps to make different selections, but usually they don’t 
allow changing the order because of unpredictable side effects. 

2.3 Configure Local Policies 

There are three methods for an ISP to control import and export policies, the first and third steps in 
the route selection process mentioned above. 

The first method is changing local preference and adapt neighbor preference. Add or delete or modify 
attributes in the order table. We know the attributes table suggests the preference of an autonomous 
system. So, this measure may remove some import routes from consideration locally and make some 
routes more preferred by some neighbors. 

The second method is filtering routes. This measure can be carried out both before or after preference 
determination. It can eliminate certain routes from consideration and control exporting routes to 
which neighbors. The operation of this method is ignoring advertisements with attributes which have 
specific values or values in a certain range. 

The third method is tagging routes. This method uses community attribute to bind additional state to 
a route. Community attributes support a wide variety of complex policies which are hard to express 
in other ways. However, the usage of community attributes is still not standardized, so, there exists 
potential misconfiguration risks. 

3. A New Solution of Configuring Networks Problems 

In this section, configuring networks are introduced, which is easy to make mistakes and may lead to 
many disruption problems. The high-level policies differ from low-level configurations in the 
semantic part, which is the main reason of network misconfigurations. The network-wide properties 
of many policies like the preference of a certain neighbor and the internal announcement, are different 
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from configuration properties, which describe the behavior of individual devices. As a result, it may 
need labor to transfer high-level policies into device behaviors, in order to satisfy distributed 
interactions of these devices. This can be a problem that needs unnecessary labor and may go wrong 
every few months. 

3.1 Possible Solution 

The usual approach to reduce configuration errors is to capture common tasks as parameterized 
templates. Although this approach can solve the problem of semantic mismatch by keeping consistent 
across devices, it still needs people to decompose policies into device behaviors. Software-defined 
networking and its abstractions can help solve this problem, but it still has two disadvantages. Firstly, 
for inter-domain routes, many SDN programming systems don’t offer a consistent interface to specify 
them, which is the necessary of configuring network. In addition, centralized control planes require 
to be designed and engineered for high robustness. It can be a big challenge. 

These problems are attacked by: 

Design an abstract, high-level language to express inter-domain routing and routing substitution, 
while taking failures into consideration. 

Define algorithms to compile characteristics for those devices which run distributed algorithms, while 
keeping behavior correct in case of faults. 

 

 
Figure 1. Compilation pipeline stages for Propane [2] 

 

3.2 Propane Overview 

In order to satisfy all these requirements, the Propane language was developed. Control planes 
policies are different from data plane in many ways. First, for the reason that there is no controller at 
runtime, they must account for all failures at compile time. Second, control-plane’s paths can be 
under-specified. So, in order to meet these requirements, Propane enables such specifications through 
path preferences, and the Propane compiler consider under-specifications as restraints on the allowed 
paths set and figures out valid sets by itself. 

3.3 Evaluation 

In order to evaluate if Propane is expressive enough for real policies, the paper apply it to policies for 
backbone and datacenter networks. They studied the compilation time for both datacenter network 
and backbone network. For the datacenter network, the paper build and offer different fat tree 
topologies as input, assign a /24 prefix to each ToR switch, and use a routing policy to map prefixes 
to different type of prefix groups at random. For the backbone network, they explore different mesh 
sizes and map these close networks routers in a random order. 

Figure 2 shows the compilation times for two different networks. For both policies, they are measured 
the mean compilation time per prefix predicate. When they are at the largest sizes, the compilation 
time of datacenter network is 10s and that of backbone networks is 45s. In both examples, the figure 
shows that Algorithm 1 for inferring Regret-Free preferences is efficient. It only takes a small percent 
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of the whole time. PGIR minimization takes the most time of the whole compilation phase, but it can 
be limited if needed. 

 

 
Figure 2. Compilation time [2] 

 

4. Voice over Internet Protocol 

Both Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) are able 
to provide real-time communication service. However, they are developed using totally different 
protocols. PSTN is circuit-switched, it works when an individual makes a phone call using phone 
numbers, and ordinary telephones are based on PSTN system. VoIP, on the other hand, uses packet-
switched telephony and transmit voice message through the Internet. Since the Internet has been 
proliferating throughout the world, VoIP’s market also has been expanding. However, VoIP was not 
accepted widely by users due to its availability and quality shortages. Previous studies on cross-
domain VoIP focused on documenting its performance problems rather than finding out the root cause 
of VoIP. [3] is the first research that conducted a study in a large scale, report the user’s perceived 
quality of voice, and as a result, indicated BGP update’s correlation with cross domain VoIP’s 
availability problems. 

4.1 Experiment Design 

As referred in [3], researchers conduct an experiment consists of more than 50,000 automated phone 
calls over 100 paths in Europe and US over VoIP to provide evidence. The research group ran calls 
between 24 hosts, and five of them, which have BGP feeds, serve as the VoIP servers. Call Quality 
was measured by Mean Opinion Score (MOS) which is calculated by applying Perceptual voice 
Evaluation of Sound Quality (PESQ). Factors which may cause bias such as Internet2, CPU 
scheduling, choice of utterance were considered and eliminated.  

4.2 Experiment Result 

The conducted experiment supports two main conclusions. First, it shows that VoIP on the current 
Internet, is usable as well as deficient. Since that VoIP cannot perform well enough, it still unable to 
replace the Public Switched Telephone Network. Second, VoIP is hindered by BGP not less than by 
network congestion. Consequently, not all of the current VoIP problems can be solved by 
development of Quality of Service techniques. BGP-based solutions are required.  

Quality drop and BGP updates: In order to prove that drops in VoIP quality are correlated with BGP 
updates, the experiment showed that when there is a BGP update occurs, a significant drop in MOS 
appears (Figure 3). Additionally, this figure also shows that a significant drop in MOS is likely to 
indicate that a BGP update is nearby. More specifically, the periods within 10 minutes of a BGP 
update, which is only 1% of the voice samples, covers over 40% of the outages. 
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Figure 3. Average MOS across all samples as a function of time between the sample and the closest 

BGP update [3] 

 

Duration of Bad Quality: 90% of non-BGP outages ends in 10 seconds, while around 40% of BGP 
correlated outages are shorter than 10 seconds. Moreover, about 30% of BGP correlated outages last 
longer than 4 minutes. Additionally, more than 50% of the non-BGP packet losses are individual 
losses, but 90% of BGP correlated packet losses are sized over 1500 on it.  

Call Abandonment: [3] uses ITU standard E.855 to calculate the probability that users will hang up. 
The result shows that 6.2% of one-hour calls would be abandoned due to outages, of which 40% are 
correlated with BGP updates.  

5. Delayed Internet Routing Convergence 

20 years ago, it is universally accepted that the delay of BGP convergence was much slower. However, 
the author doubted the opinion and pointed out many defects of BGP for the first time. It had a huge 
impact on the academic environment.  

BGP is an incremental protocol. It sends update information only when the network topology or 
routing policy changes. In order to measure the delay of Internet routing convergence, the authors 
made a two-year experiment. Next section will introduce the interesting experiment to you. 

5.1 Methodology 

From 1998 to 1999, Labovitz et al. injected more than 250,000 routing failures in the different 
geographic and topological interconnection sessions of five major commercial Internet service 
providers. Then they measured the impact of these failures and measured and recorded the changes 
in the ISP backbone routing table end-to-end. 

Figure 4 is the RouteViews measurement and fault injection infrastructure. They deployed detectors 
at major exchange points in the United States and the University of Michigan campus to measure the 
impact of injection failures. Also, they used the software to generate BGP routing update messages 
to simulate the route failures, repairs and multi-homed failover. They prepared long ASPath path 
announcements, the average number of which is three times the number observed under the steady-
state path length, and then periodically destroy shorter ASPath while maintaining longer paths. 
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Figure 4. Diagram of the fault injection and measurement infrastructure [4] 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Convergence latency of cumulative percentage of Tup, Tdown, Tshort, Tlong events [4] 
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5.2 Experiment Results 

In this section, the data collected by authors in the previous experimental measurements will be 
presented. For the first of all, they described four types of routing events. They were ‘Tup’, ‘Tdown’, 
‘Tshort’ and ‘Tlong’. 

Tup means routing repair, and Tdown means routing failure. Tshort means route repair and failover, 
and Tlong means route failure and failover. Also, Tlong and Tshort possibly indicate failover from 
longer and shorter ASPath length routes. 

Figure 5 shows the cumulative percentage convergence delay of the four events. They observed from 
the diagram that (Tlong, Tdown) and (Tshrot, Tup) form approximate groupings according to the 
distribution of convergence latencies. Then, they checked the number of BGP route updates triggered 
by the injection of routing events and observed that the injection of a single routing event might 
trigger the generation of routing announcements and withdrawals. Similarly, they found that most 
events converge with 60 seconds through monitoring the BGP routing tables of 25 ISPs. 

They observed that all provides generated less than an average of 3.5 messages which might reflect 
the influence of routing flap damping on its border route in Figure 5(b). 

 

 

 
Figure 6. The convergence percentage of the cumulative percentage of Tdown and Tup events 

injected by the five major ISPs at the Mae-West exchange point. (a) Tdown.(b) Tup. [4] 
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Figure 6 shows the convergence delay of the cumulative percentage of Tup and Tdown for 5 ISPs. 
They observed that the variations in the convergence latencies appear most significant in Figure 6 (a). 
They also found that there was no correlation between convergence latency and geographic distance 
expect ISP1 and drew the conclusion that factors distributing to Internet failover delay were largely 
irrelevant to the network load and congestion by studying the correlation of convergence delay with 
one day or one week. 

6. Conclusion 

As we have a preliminary understanding of BGP, we have learned about several common patterns 
and how to implement them using BGP policy mechanisms. We will be able to develop tools more 
efficiently if we take a good use of these patterns. Also, propane is a language and compiler that uses 
distributed devices running BGP to implement network-wide strategies. Its language is expressive 
and the compiler is scalable. Additionally, BGP updates may cause packet loss. Therefore, it is a 
serious problem for people to solve. Finally, the lack of inter-domain failover due to delayed BGP 
route convergence may become one of the key factors that cause the gap between today's data network 
needs and expectations. As a result, applications and protocols have to be reappraised as soon as 
possible. 
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